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First an introduction to Blockchain

• “Blockchains are tamper evident and tamper resistant digital ledgers 
implemented in a distributed fashion (i.e., without a central 
repository) and usually without a central authority (i.e., a bank, 
company, or government)”*1+



The ledger

• Maintains the ownership and status of all existing coins.

• Is made up of a chain of blocks.



The ledger

• When a transaction occurs, the current ledger state is mutated by a 
function that takes the original state S0 and the transaction T X, and 
outputs the next state S1 or an error.



The ledger

• In Bitcoin, a ledger’s state is composed of all unspent transaction 
outputs (U TX O)

• Each coin has a 20-byte cryptographic public key which contains 
information about its owner and its denomination.

• A transaction requires references to each U TX O involved and the 
cryptographic signatures produced by the U TX O owners’ private 
keys.



The consensus system

• The goal of the consensus system is to ensure that everyone agrees
on the validity of the transactions that have led to the ledger’s state 
and their order. 

• There are several consensus systems that are in use today, including:

• proof-of-work

• proof-of-stake

• proof-of-burn



Proof of work

• The system asks the users to do a computer resources demanding 
task and once they have done it the system rewards the users by 
giving them access or begin a communication. 

• Bitcoin’s consensus system is based on proof of work, and it requires 
that users attempt to publish their transactions constantly.

• For a block to be accepted, it’s proof of work must be valid.



Proof of work

• For a block to be valid its SHA256 hash must be less than a target 
number specified by the system, this number is automatically variated 
to keep a constant rate of block generation.



Proof of work - The 51% attack

• Each block needs to point to the last accepted block in the ledger.

• If an attacker wants to get coins from other owner, he would make a 
fake transaction block while another transaction is being made over 
valid coins in the ledger.

• The attacker would need to make a valid proof of work for that block, 
and while he is doing that other miners would publish new valid 
blocks, thus making the chain longer and making transactions with 
shorter chains invalid.



Proof of stake

• The mining power available to a miner is proportional to the amount 
of coins they have, their stake in the cryptocurrency system.

• The attackers would need to have the 51% of the coins in the system 
but by attacking it they are risking their wealth.

• This scheme incentivizes the competitions among the miners, and like 
evolutionary systems it rewards the “fittest” competitor



Smart contracts

• Instead of storing coins in the ledger, there are accounts stored; in 
Ethereum the blocks have a public-key address, nonce, balance, 
contract code and storage.

• There are two types of accounts, the externally owned accounts 
which are owned by the users and are the interface for interaction 
between the users and the system. And the contract accounts which 
are used to perform transactions.



Quantum money



Public key quantum money

• Also known as quantum money whit a classical secret.

• Takes advantage over quantum superposition and the no-cloning 
theorem.

• There are multiple algorithms, but they share the basic principle, 
using a classical secret usually one or more arrays of length l create a 
quantum entangled state |$>, which is shared as the public key or the 
quantum money.



Public key quantum money

1. Generate two random bit strings M and N of length l.

2. Prepare a quantum state |$ >= |0 >⊗l .

3. For each bit i < l:

– If Mi = 0 and Ni = 0, do nothing to the ith qubit,

– If Mi = 0 and Ni = 1, rotate the ith qubit state to |1 >,

– If Mi = 1 and Ni = 0, rotate the ith qubit state to |+ >,

– If Mi = 1 and Ni = 1, rotate the ith qubit state to |− >.



Public key quantum money

1. Choose a string of n uniformly random angles θi between 0 and 2π. 

2. Using these angles, generate the state |ϕ> = ⊗i |θi >

Where |θi > = cos θi |0> + sin θi |1>

3. Then choose a set of n-local projectors which are all orthogonal to 
|ϕ>.

4. The quantum money is the state |ϕ> and a classical description of 
the projectors.

5. Anyone can verify the money by measuring the projectors



Binding commitment

• Each transaction need to have a reference to all the U TX O and the 
cryptographic signatures produced by the U TX O owner’s private 
keys.

• Using the coin owner’s private key a digital signature is created and 
shared so that other parties can verify that the transaction was 
authorized by the owner of the private key and was not modified 
since.



Binding commitment

• Two phases:

1. The commitment phase where, one party to send the other 
party some information c related to a message m.

2. The open phase where, the sender transmits m to the receiver 
and proves to the receiver that m correspond to c by providing a 
signature that “opens c to m.”

No algorithm A can output a commitment c and two signatures s, s’
that open c to two different messages m and m’.



Binding commitment

• Ambainis, Rosmanis and Unruh showed that for this binding a 
quantum polynomial-time algorithm A employed by an adversary 
could open c to any message that the adversary wished.

• Together they proposed a different type of biding that was useful in 
the quantum case, using two quantum games in the form of circuits.



Binding commitment

• Before defining the games is necessary to consider a perfectly-binding 
commitment.

• When an adversary A outputs a commitment c, there is only one possible 
message mc that A can open c to. 

• If the adversary A outputs a superposition of messages that he can open c
to, that superposition will necessarily be in the state |mc >.

• When an adversary outputs a superposition of messages that he can open 
the commitment c to, that superposition will necessarily be a single 
computational basis vector



Binding commitment

• Here the adversary A outputs a commitment c (classical message). 

• Additionally he outputs three quantum registers S, U, M. 

• S contains his state.

• M is supposed to contain a superposition of messages.

• U a superposition of corresponding opening information. 

• Vc measures whether U,M is a superposition of states |u,m> such that u is valid opening 
information for message m and commitment c.



Binding commitment

• A commitment is perfectly-binding iff for all adversaries A,
the state of M after measuring ok = 1 is a computational basis
vector A,

• A commitment is perfectly-binding iff, for all computationally unlimited 
adversaries A,B, Pr[b = 1] is equal in both games where b is the output of B.



Collapsing hash functions

• H is a collapsing hash function iff no quantum polynomial-time 
algorithm B can distinguish between Game1 and Game2. An 
adversary is valid if A outputs a classical value c and a register M
where H(m) = c.

• Mathematically, a function                         is collapsing if



Collision free quantum money

• The mint or bank cannot efficiently produce two quantum coins with 
the same verification circuit.

• Everyone can verify a quantum coin.



Collision free quantum money

• Start with a classical set, a set of n-bit strings and a classical function L 
that assign a label to each element of the set.

• Produce an equal superposition of all n-bit strings.

• Then compute L into an ancilla register which will be measured to 
obtain a label l. The state left over after the measurement will be |ϕl> 
which is in the form:



Collision free quantum money - verification

• The verification of this scheme of quantum money is done by using 
rapidly mixing Markov chains.

• It is assumed that we have a Markov matrix M which, will take any 
distribution over bit strings that share the same label l, and  rapidly 
mixes to the uniform distribution over those strings excluding the bit 
strings that don’t share the same label.



Collision free quantum money - verification

• Each update over the Markov chain must consist of a uniform random 
choice over N update rules, where each update rule is deterministic 
and invertible.

• The operator M is acting over the Hilbert space, (where quantum 
money lives), and therefore any valid quantum money state |ϕl> is a
+1 eigenstate of M 



Collision free quantum money - verification

• The other element that is needed is an unitary quantum operator U
that works over two registers and is defined as follows.



Collision free quantum money - verification

1. Given some initial quantum state on n qubits, add an ancilla in a uniform 
superposition over all i (from 1 to N).

2. Then apply the unitary U

3. Measure the projector of the ancilla onto the uniform superposition

4. Discard the ancilla.

The Kraus operator sum element corresponding to the outcome 1 is



Quantum lightning



Quantum lightning

• Proposed by Mark Zhandry in 2017, it uses of non-collapsing collision-
resistant hash functions.

• A quantum lightning protocol consist of two efficient quantum 
algorithms. A bolt generation procedure, or storm        , which takes as 
an input a security parameter λ, and generates a quantum state 
on each invocation. And a Ver algorithm that verifies a bolt while 
extracts its fingerprint or serial number, this function returns this 
serial denoted with s or ⊥ when the bolt is not valid.



Quantum lightning

• Ver is required to: always accept bolts generated by         , does not 
perturb valid bolts and always outputs the same serial number on a 
given bolt.

• It is necessary to be computationally infeasible to produce two bolts       
and         such that Ver accepts both and outputs identical serial 
numbers. This is true for even for adversarial storms       .



Quantum lightning

• The system has a family Fλ of pairs (         , Ver) for each security 
parameter, there will also be a setup procedure SetupQL(1λ) which 
samples a pair (        , Ver) from some distribution over Fλ .



Hybrid payment system using quantum 
lightning
• Classical blockchain, using quantum lightning as its coins. 

• The classical serial numbers and certificates of the quantum coins 
used as the interface between the quantum and classical elements of 
the system. 

• The classical blockchain uses a global ledger. 



Hybrid payment system using quantum 
lightning
• Register (id, num_coins)→(pid): Stores the id of an user and returns 

their party id, used to refer to all of its information.

• Retrieve Party (pid)→(id, num_coins): Retrieves a party’s information

• Pay (pid, pid’, num_coins) → (trid): Used to send coins from pid to 
pid’, either return ⊥ or  makes the following operation



Hybrid payment system using quantum 
lightning
• Retrieve Transaction (trid)→(allTransactions[trid]): Retrive

transaction details

• Smart Contract (pids, {(pid, num_coinspid) : pid ∈ pids}, circuit, st0) 
→ (cid): Create a contract.

• Retrieve Smart Contract (cid)→(params, coins): Retrieve contract 
details



Hybrid payment system using quantum 
lightning
• Waits for an initialization message from each patry

• Enters an execution phase



Hybrid payment system using quantum 
lightning
• Initialize with coins (pid, cid, num_coins)→() : Allows a user to 

deposit coins into a contract.

• Trigger (pid, cid, witness, time, st, num_coins) → (result): Runs the 
circuit associated with a contract with the given parameters.



Hybrid payment system using quantum 
lightning
• Generation of valid coins

• Payment



Hybrid payment system using quantum 
lightning
• Reclaim lost coins 

• Trade quantum coins for  classical coins
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